
1. Develop a paragraph that describes your 

section

Howard Carter first saw the treasure room on the 

17th February 1923. Found adjacent to the burial 

chamber and being an open room, it contains 

mostly funerary equipment such as ritual 

jewellery, model boats, images of gods, and 

statuettes of the king's workers in the afterlife. 

The canopic shrine dominates the room, being 6 

feet 6 inches high and made of gilded wood. 

Robbers had previously stolen smaller objects and 

jewels but most of the chamber was left intact. 

The jackal god Anubis mounted on the shrine was 

found guarding the entrance to the treasury. The 

treasury room was also where the King’s shawabti were stored. These were models of workers that 

would be used by the king to do work for him in the afterlife.

2. Draw a table that:

a. Lists the items of your room

b. Speculate on their purpose

Items Purpose

Canopic shrine

The King’s main organs were placed in four miniature gold 
coffins, each under the protection of different goddess: Isis - 

the liver; Nephthys - the lungs; Neith - the stomach; Selket - the
intestines. Their presence around the shrine was used to ward 
off any evil and to safeguard the organs for eternity.It was of 

gilded wood, protected by a canopy also of gilded wood, with 
sacred cobras and standing on a sled. It was located at the east 

wall of the treasury. Howard Carter described this shrine as, 
"the most beautiful monument that I have ever seen--so lovely 

that it made one gasp with wonder and admiration"

Anubis on Shrine

The Jackal god of mummification, mounted on a gilded shrine 
with carrying poles. This figure of Anubis was found guarding 
the entrance of the treasury, facing the doorway. It is carved 

from wood with a covering of black resin. The inside of the ears
and collar are of gold leaf, inlaid eyes of calcite and obsidian set

into gold, and nails of silver.

Model Boats

The boats were evoked by magic for the pharaoh to use in his 
afterlife and his daily life afterwards. Some of the boats were 

intended to float the pharaoh through the 12 hours of night and
darkness before the sun would rise again. All the boats within 

the tomb point toward the west. The model boats had two oars
for navigation, with one cabin on the bow and one on the stern.

King upon a Leopard Statue
Though the usage of these statues remains unclear, it is 

believed they were used during the ceremony upon the death 



of Tutankhamun or placed within the tomb for protection. The
king is beautifully detailed in gilded wood.

Cartouche-shape box

This box was in the shape of a cartouche, an ornamental tablet
made for an inscription. The box had Tutankhamun’s name on it

and was used to store various items of jewellery such as the 
golden scarab bracelet.

Falcon Pectoral Colour Plates

The sun god that was worshipped by many in the locals was 
Horus, who was represented by a falcon.

The talons are holding the signs for “life” and “infinity.”

Shawabti figures

Carter reported finding 413 of these shawabti figures in the 
treasury room. These were small figurines of workers, usually 

holding tools and equipment. They were placed so that the king
could speak an incantation to make them come to life, so they 
could do work for him. The shawabti found in Tutankhamun’s 

tomb were especially intricate and beautiful compared to 
figures found in other tombs.

3. Write 1-2 paragraphs on this question

c. What does the treasury room tell us about the life of King Tut.

The treasury room was filled with many beautiful items, mostly made of gilded wood and precious 

stones and metals. This affirms his high status of a noble family, as only the wealthy would have been 

able to afford such precious metals and stones. Also the presence of goddesses Selket, Idid, 

Nepthys and Neith on the shrine told contemporary audiences that King Tutankhamun and the people 

of that time were highly religious and believed that the image of these gods would ward off evil and 

safeguard his organs. The presence of these treasures and everyday objects such as boats are 

present, as they believed in the afterlife and that preservation of these ensured use by the Pharaoh 

in his afterlife. Hence, the evidence of these treasures tells us that King Tutankhamun was once a 

well-respected pharaoh, wealthy in power and riches.

 


